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Subject: 'Making over your Old Straw Hat." Information from the Bureau of Home
Economics, U.S.D.A.
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Who do you suppose is reviving old songs now? The clothing specialists.
They're singing, "Put on your old grey bonnet." But they always add, "Remodel it
first. Bring the old "bonnet up to date for this summer's wardrobe."

I've told you before how these specialists are working to help us women with
our problems of clothing economy, giving us advice on thrifty buying and also on
making the most of what we have on hand. Left-over clothing will often make the
smartest of new garments, if we're on to the tricks of making over. This is true
for hats as well as dresses. Hot sunshiny days are on the calendar just ahead.
This is the time to get a summer straw hat ready. Up in the attic or on the closet
shelf you may have an old hat left from another season. Maybe it's out of shape or
faded. Maybe it's out of style. Maybe the straw is soiled or discolored. ITever

mind.' You can do wonders with any straw hat if the material itself isn't damaged—
if the straw isn't broken or torn. You can clean the straw, bleach it or even re-
store the color. And then you can block it in one of this season's shapes. Hats
of finely woven straw like panama, leghorn or mi lan make over especially well. But
you can also remodel many rough straws successfully.

So get out your old grey bonnet or your old white, green, or blue one and
let's go over its possibilities. Study the fashion bosks until you have a good
idea of hat styles this year— shapes, sizes and way of wearing. Then study the old
hat and decide how best you can moke it over. Notice all the little details about
the new hats this season. This is the way to avoid a homemade or made-over appear-
ance. Take the blue ribbons or any other trimming off the bonnet and begin the

remodeling by cleaning the straw. The steps in making over are: first, cleaning, then
bleaching or restoring the color, then reblocking, and finally, finishing and trim-
ming, j^y straw hat that has lost its stiffness and become droopy, you can restore
by adding a coat of shellac or sizing.

Elrst, let's talk over cleaning the old hat. Soap and water are the best
cleaners for the closely woven straws. A panama washes very successfully. So does
a leghorn or a milan. Use a thick, lukewarm suds of neutral soap. Dip the hat in
the suds and scrub lightly with a soft cloth until clean. ITever rub soap directly on
the straw. Then rinse the hat in lukewarm water to remove all the soap and lay it
aside to drain for a short time before setting i t on the hat block. By the way,
never dry straw in the sun. If the hat is coarse and loosely woven, better not dip
it in the suds. Give rough straw sponge baths instead, of tub baths. Just dip your
-loth in lukewarm water and sponge off the surface. Be careful never to use much
water for the woven straw will then slip and may even come apart.
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So much for cleaning. Now what t-> do if the color has faded? Often you can
"bring back the color with a little water with ammonia in it. Use a cup of water
with a teaspoon of household ammonia in it. Dip a cloth in this, wring it out and
cover the hat for a few minutes. This ammonia treatment restores most colors. But

if the straw is black, "better use a mixture of one part alcohol to three parts water.

Sponge the faded "black straw with this solution. Of course, you can also dye straw
sometimes or color it in other ways.

That*s the way to treat a faded hat. But what about a discolored hat, a

}vhite hat that has turned greyish or one that has sunburned to a yellow or brownish
shade? Well, if the straw has sunburned badly, the case is sad. The straw fabric

is probably damaged. l\Fo use then to try to make over the hat. It will be too weak

to stand bleaching and wear. But if the straw is still good, you can bleach straw

in several different ways. Perhaps the easiest is to sponge the hat with a soft

cloth moistened with hydrogen peroxide. Then rinse thoroughly with water. Lay in the

shade to dry enough to put on the hat block.

So much for bleaching. How about blocking. You can buy a hat block just the

right size for your head. Or you can make one at home from a bowl or even a small

saucepan. Choose one that is near the depth and size of your hat crown. Then turn

it upside down and pad the outside with white cloth or cotton until it is the same

shape and size as your head. Cover it firmly with a smooth piece of white material

like cheesecloth or old sheeting. The finished block ought to measure your head

size and it ought to be hard and solid.

Dry straw is stiff and brittle and will break and crack often if you try to

force it into a new shape. But if you soften straw in water you can bend i t as you

please. So if your hat is not already wet from cleaning, you can moisten it by hold-

ing i t over the steaming spout of a teakettle. Steam the hat from the inside until

it is soft. Then stretch it over the mold and continue to steam. How push and mold

the hat by hand until it fits smoothly on the mold. Then tie a strong cord at the

cottorn of the crown to hold it in shape. If the tip of the hat pulls away from the

block, you can press it flat with a warm iron. Be sure to cover the hat first with

a dry cloth, then with a wet cloth, and press lightly with a medium iron. Leave

the hat on the block until it is entirely dry. Often you can press the moistened

brim fla.t on the ironing board after you have finished the crown. But always re-

member to press straw with two cloths covering it—one cloth dry and one damp.

3e most careful not to scorch the straw.

If after blocking, the straw looks dull and lusterless, you can brush it light-

ly over with a thin go at of shellac Use clear and colorless shellac for light-

colored straws and shellac of matching color on dark ones. Thin the shellac with

alcohol, half and half. Let the hat remain on the block until the shellac is en-

tirely dry.

Tomorrow. We'll talk about the right utensils for making preserves and

jelly at home.




